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Lessons for Congregational Life in Vigilance and Grace
Vigilance & Grace #1: The Watchful and Graceful Church
The Watchful Church - I want to begin by making a point about the
inspiration of Scripture. We’ll be focusing our time this weekend on the
pastoral epistles, and one of the clearest assertions of the inspiration of
Scripture comes in Paul’s second letter to Timothy: “All Scripture is breathed
out by God and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for correction, and for
training in righteousness, that the man of God may be complete, equipped for
every good work” (2 Tim. 3:16-17). Part of the meaning of the inspiration of
Scripture is that the unique circumstances in which Scripture was written,
including the exact words and shape those texts took is all taken up into God’s
intentions with Scripture. So for example, the fact that the New Testament was
written during the forty years following the ascension of Jesus leading up to
the destruction of Jerusalem in 70 A.D. is not incidental or accidental. This is
why the pages of the New Testament are filled with the timbre of urgency and
(to our topic) vigilance, watchfulness. When Jesus tells His disciples about the
coming destruction of the temple (Mk. 13), He tells them to be on guard, keep
awake, stay awake! (Mk. 13:32-37). Our tendency is to either pretend that we
are still in the exact same historical context and the precise antecedent of
Christ’s words is still to come (futurists) or to relegate these words to the shelf
of historical curiosities (preterists). Jesus is clearly speaking about the
destruction of the temple (Mk. 13:1-4), but the doctrine of inspiration insists
that these words and the many other historically specific admonitions in the
same spirit are still for our edification. In other words, the Church was birthed
in this particular kind of trauma intentionally and therefore faithfulness to our
birth means keeping those boot camp skills fresh.
What Do We Mean By “Vigilance”? - First, let’s look at Paul’s admonitions to
Timothy and Titus: “As I urged you when I was going to Macedonia, remain
at Ephesus so that you may charge certain persons not to teach any different
doctrine, nor to devote themselves to myths and endless genealogies…” (1
Tim. 1:3) “This charge I entrust to you, Timothy… wage the good warfare,
holding faith and a good conscience. By rejecting this, some have made
shipwreck of their faith…” (1 Tim. 1:18-19) This vigilance extends down to
details about men praying with lifted hands, women adorning themselves
graciously, and elders and deacons being men with faithful children (1 Tim.
2:8-3:13) “Now the Spirit expressly says that in later times some will depart
from the faith by devoting themselves to deceitful spirits and teachings of
demons…” (1 Tim. 4:1) “Command and teach these things… until I come,
devote yourself to the public reading of Scripture, to exhortation, to
teaching… practice these things, immerse yourself in them… Keep a close
watch on yourself and on the teaching… (1 Tim. 4:11-16) “Teach and urge
these things… pursue righteousness, godliness, faith, love… fight the good
fight of the faith. Take hold of the eternal life to which you were called… O
Timothy, guard the deposit entrusted to you…” (1 Tim. 6:2-20) “You are aware
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that all who are in Asia turned away from me…” (2 Tim. 1:15) “Share in the
suffering as a good soldier of Christ Jesus. No soldier gets entangled in civilian
pursuits, since his aim is to please the one who enlisted him. An athlete is not
crowned unless he competes according to the rules. It is the hard-working
farmer who ought to have the first share of the crops…” (2 Tim. 2:3-6) “People
will be lovers of self, lovers of money, proud, arrogant, abusive, disobedient to
parents… having the appearance of godliness, but deny its power. Avoid such
people…” (2 Tim. 3:2-5) “I charge you in the presence God… be ready in
season and out of season; reprove, rebuke, and exhort…” (2 Tim. 4:1-2) “For
there are many who are insubordinate, empty talkers, and deceivers… they
must be silenced, since they are upsetting whole families… therefore rebuke
them sharply…” (Tit. 1:10-16) “But avoid foolish controversies, genealogies,
dissensions and quarrels about the law, for they are unprofitable and
worthless…” (Tit. 3:9)
One thing to be immediately noted is that Paul assumes a lot of clarity about
right, wrong, helpful, and unhelpful. Here, Francis Shaeffer gets it basically
right when he demonstrates how philosophy and the arts have undercut
Christian vigilance by undercutting the reliability of truth, and in particular,
truth about God. While full blown relativism is rarely accepted in conservative
circles, we often elevate ambiguity and wooly-mindedness to piety by calling it
mystery, symbolism, sacramental, liturgical, poetic, beautiful, etc. But if God is
the author of truth and beauty, then real beauty tells the truth about the world
in its own way, and real truth is altogether lovely – and the more we gain on it,
the lovelier it becomes. There is no easy solution here only to note that wisdom
is a skill that comes with age and experience (e.g. Heb. 5:14), and God is more
ready to give it than we are to ask (Js. 1:5).
What Do We Mean By “Grace”? - Wound through this pastoral urgency are
some of the most lovely expressions of the gospel in the New Testament:
“Though formerly I was a blasphemer, persecutor, and insolent opponent. But I
received mercy… and the grace of our Lord overflowed for me with the faith
and love that are in Christ Jesus… Christ Jesus came into the world to save
sinners, of whom I am the foremost.” (1 Tim. 1:13-15) “Do not be ashamed of
the testimony of our Lord… who saved us and called us to a holy calling, not
because of our works but because of his own purpose and grace, which he
gave us in Christ Jesus… who abolished death and brought life and
immortality to light through the gospel.” (2 Tim. 1:8-10, cf. 2 Tim. 2:24-26) “But
when the goodness and loving kindness of God our Savior appeared, he saved
us, not because of works done by us in righteousness, but according to his own
mercy, by the washing of regeneration and renewal of the Holy Spirit…” (Tit.
3:4-5, cf. Tit. 2:11-14). For now, the primary thing to note is the proactive
approach of God toward man.
Conclusions - In other words, biblical vigilance is born out of a deep
apprehension of God’s pursuing grace. And therefore in the midst of
controversy and storms, the first thing this vigilance and grace does is pray (1
Tim. 2:1, cf. Mt. 26:41, Mk. 13:33, Eph. 6:18).
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Vigilance & Grace #2: The Good Fight - Masculine-Shaped Vigilance & Grace
Introduction - God made men to fight. . . . Adam was created to “guard” the Garden
of Eden, to guard his wife, and to kill lying serpents – all in a perfect world. The
watchful church needs men trained in this masculine-shaped vigilance and grace.
Flee & Fight - It’s fairly striking that with one breath Paul instructs Timothy to flee a
particular kind of conflict and to embrace another. Beginning with a relationship
fraught with difficulty (slaves/masters), Paul reminds Timothy that the Christian
faith is not about despising authority – and this is central to honoring God’s name
and doctrine (1 Tim. 6:1-2). People who teach otherwise and do not consent to
wholesome words, to the words of Christ, and to His doctrines of godliness are
proud, ignorant, and obsessed with disputes and arguments (1 Tim. 6:3-4). This
combative spirit stirs up envy, strife, reviling, evil suspicions, and useless
wranglings (1 Tim. 6:4-5). These men are corrupt, do not understand the truth, and
they think that godliness is about making it big (1 Tim. 6:5). Paul tells Timothy to
stay away from those kinds of people. Instead, cultivate contentment, and this
means contentment financially and materially (1 Tim. 6:6-10). Many men have been
taken down by the demons of lust and greed. Flee those things (1 Tim. 6:11). But this
flight isn’t passive, apathetic, or pacifistic – it’s flight toward righteousness,
godliness, faith, love, patience, gentleness, and Paul summarizes this pursuit as the
“good fight of faith” (1 Tim. 6:12).
Aspiring to the Office - Both 1 Timothy and Titus begin with the charge to the
Evangelist/Missionary Pastor to find other good men who can rule and teach
alongside them (1 Tim. 1:3, 3:1-7, Tit. 1:5-9). Not all men are elders/bishops but all
men should aspire to be, and we should raise our sons with that goal in mind. Part
of the reason why it’s been increasingly difficult to make the case that the office of
elder/pastor is reserved for men is because what we expect of those who occupy the
office has been dramatically feminized. When a woman could just as easily fulfill the
job description as a man (if not better), we can hardly object. But the “man of God”
is a sailor (1 Tim. 1:19), a soldier (2 Tim. 2:3-4), an athlete (1 Tim. 4:7-8, 2 Tim. 2:5), an
exorcist (1 Tim. 1:20, 4:1), and a hard worker/provider (1 Tim. 5:8, 2 Tim. 2:6). Men
have adversaries and opponents on every side. The recognition of threats is a
distinctly masculine calling. But a man with no opponents is a functional egalitarian.
The Lord’s servant is not quarrelsome but patiently corrects his opponents (2 Tim.
2:24-26). As from the beginning, the great threat is lying serpents, false teaching and
worthless arguments, and Scripture is the sword that has been given to equip the
man of God for every good work (2 Tim. 3:13-17).
Conclusions - Part of this hardwiring of masculinity is the God-given hunger for
glory. Men fight, serve, love, die for glory, and the only question is: Which glory?
Whose glory? Paul fought and ran for a crown of righteousness that was laid up for
him (2 Tim. 4:7-8). And there are crowns laid for everyone who has loved the Lord’s
appearing (2 Tim. 4:8). But remember, Paul ran his race and fought his fight in the
power of the grace of Jesus Christ (1 Tim. 1:13-16, cf. 1 Cor. 15:8-10). It is this grace
that Paul commends to Timothy that he might “wage the good warfare” (1 Tim.
1:18-19). This is the spirit of “power and love and self-control” (2 Tim. 1:7).
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Vigilance & Grace #3: Mother Eve - Feminine-Shaped Vigilance & Grace
Introduction - One of the striking elements of the New Testament is the fact
that it directly addresses women (e.g. Eph. 5:22-33, 1 Pet. 3:1-6), underlining
the fact that women have a strategic, irreplaceable role to play in the world
and the Kingdom of God (Gal. 3:26-29, 1 Pet. 3:6). You are called to a distinctly
feminine-shaped vigilance and grace.
Created for Beauty - Whereas the first man was made from the dust of the
earth, the first woman was “built” from Adam’s rib (Gen. 2:21). Thus, from the
beginning, woman was meant to be beautiful. She is an architectural feat, a
work of divine art. Literally, the word “woman” is related to the word for
fire, eeshah. As light is the first glory of creation (Gen. 1:3) and light is the
radiance of God’s glory, the Divine Light that gives us sight (Ps. 36:9), so the
woman is the light of the human race, or as Paul puts it, the “glory of man” (1
Cor. 11:7). It is not until the woman is created that the Bible refers to Adam as a
“man.” He does not become an eesh until an eeshah exists (Gen. 2:23). The glory
of the woman lights up Adam. Even in Adam’s poetry, he is not merely
relating the origin of the woman’s body but praising it with a comparative
construction (Gen. 2:23). She’s a better version of him.
Adorned in Holiness - Paul assumes this same glory when he gives
instructions to Timothy for the women in worship. While all people may lift
hands in prayer to God in worship, and all people ought to dress modestly,
Paul says it is the particular glory of men to lift holy hands and the particular
glory of women to be adorned reverently (1 Tim. 2:8-9). Like Peter says
elsewhere, women ought not to think that their outward adornment is the
center of their glory, but rather the loveliness of good works, a quiet spirit,
faith, love, holiness, and self-control (1 Tim. 2:10-15). It’s striking that here, in
an apparently liturgical context, Paul points to the unique calling of women to
be child-bearers. This is something that makes sense given the creational
context. The garden was the original sanctuary, and that is where the first sin
occurred. The solution to sin is promised through the “seed of the woman,”
and Adam named his wife “Eve” in faith and repentance believing that she
would become the “mother of all the living” (Gen. 3:20). Paul does not mean a
woman will be saved in a crass materialistic way (e.g. labor pains = fewer
years in purgatory), but rather that together with faith, love, holiness, and selfcontrol, the maternal calling is a holy calling (e.g. Ps. 8, 127). It is perhaps here
that a mother knows something instinctively about vigilance and grace.
Not Busybodies - While not every woman struggles with the same sins in the
same ways, Paul tells Timothy in his instructions about caring for young
widows that there are particular temptations for younger women: idleness,
going about house to house, gossips, busybodies, and saying what they should
not (1 Tim. 5:13). This is why Paul says that these younger widows should be
encouraged to marry, bear children, and manage their households, and “give
the adversary no occasion for slander” (1 Tim. 5:14). This lines up with similar
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instructions Paul gives more generically to Titus that the older women are to
be reverent and teach what is good, “and so train the young women to love
their husbands and children, to be self-controlled, pure, working at home,
kind, and obedient to their husbands, that the word of God may not be
reviled” (Tit. 2:3-5). We should note that older women are able to teach the
younger women these things because they have been practicing them for
many years and leading by example. And notice the high stakes: “give the
adversary no occasion for slander” and “that the word of God not be
blasphemed.” The fruitfulness of joyful motherhood and industrious
homemaking is at war with the devil.
Conclusions - Given the topic of our conference, I want to close by looking at
2 Timothy 3:1-9 where Paul warns Timothy of a particular stripe of corruption
that sometimes infiltrates the church, “having a form of godliness, but
denying its power… for among them are those who creep into households and
capture weak women, burdened by sins and led astray by various passions,
always learning and never able to arrive at a knowledge of the truth” (1 Tim.
3:5-7). Here, Paul calls the entire church to vigilance and grace, but there is a
particular warning for women and the only solution to the threat is gospel
grace. Fundamentally, guilt is what makes women weak and vulnerable and
restless, but a forgiven woman is strong, vigilant, and secure.

Action Points

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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Vigilance & Grace #4: Orphans, Widows & Urgent Needs (1 Tim. 5:3-16, Tit. 3:14)
Introduction - A very practical area of concern for the Church is our care for the
weak and vulnerable, particularly orphans and widows, and those in analogous
situations. Once again we find that the need for vigilance and grace is great here
as well. The following is a statement that our elders drafted for the deacons
when they asked for some Scriptural guidance for helping young single
mothers:
Pure and undefiled religion is to visit orphans and widows in their distress (Js.
1:27). Christian love includes material care as well as spiritual (Mt. 9:2-6, Js. 2:16,
1 Jn. 3:17). This love is generous, cheerful, and does not resent lavish gifts (2 Cor.
9:7, Jn. 12:5-8). This Christian mercy is also aimed at restoring men and women
to the glory they were made for, including honest labor, generous giving, loving
families, etc. (Eph. 4:28, 1 Thess. 4:11). This means that Christian love is also
aware of the ways in which well meant gifts can become means of harm (2
Thess. 3:10). In the ordinary course of things, the immediate or extended family
of individuals in need is to be the first line of defense (1 Tim. 5:4-8, 16). The Bible
recognizes “true widows” as those who are sixty years old or older and well
known for good works; these are qualified to be fully supported by the church
(1 Tim. 5:9-10). Younger widows are encouraged to be industrious and marry
and not be supported by the church (1 Tim. 5:11-14).
Therefore, the church must use these principles when providing support and
care for younger widows. This principles should also be applied reasoning from
analogy to young unmarried mothers as well as those divorced single women,
taking into account whether they are biblically eligible for remarriage or not.
While temporary financial assistance may be wise and prudent at points, the
weight of Biblical exhortation is toward assisting these women and children
toward long-term independence and success in the world. While care for young
children ought to be one factor of consideration, long-term vocational training
and planning should also be a significant priority. Encouraging the subsequent
remarriage of young widows and eligible single mothers is should be a high
priority so that the new husband may provide for his family and the wife may
give more attention to the care of her children.
Conclusion - One of the principles that Paul is appealing to is that of the
dignity of productivity and fruitfulness. We continue to think through the
implications of these principles as we think about methods of aid and assistance
that insist that individuals be helped in ways that invite contributions rather
than emphasizing dependency. While there is always room for emergency
assistance, an ongoing relationship in the body of Christ ought be that of
brothers not Master/Servant or Lender/Borrower.

Action Points _______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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FRIDAY:
7-8:30 PM - VIGILANCE AND GRACE IN THE LIFE OF THE
CHURCH PART 1 (AT ST THOMAS EPISCOPAL CHURCH,
301 SAINT THOMAS RD, LANCASTER PA) Childcare provided
SATURDAY:
7:00 AM MEN’S STUDY - VIGILANCE AND GRACE FOR MEN
(AT OREGON DAIRY RESTAURANT, 2900 OREGON PK, LITITZ, PA)
10:00 AM WOMEN’S TEA - VIGILANCE AND GRACE FOR WOMEN
(AT ST THOMAS EPISCOPAL CHURCH)
SUNDAY:
ALL SAINTS (AT MT. ZION UNITED METHODIST CHURCH,
105 N. 11TH ST., AKRON, PA)
9:15 AM TEACHING TIME - VIGILANCE AND GRACE
IN THE LIFE OF THE CHURCH PART 2
COFFEE 10:00 AM (DOWNSTAIRS)
WORSHIP 10:30 A.M. WORD AND SACRAMENT SERVICE
SERMON - THE WATCHFUL CHURCH: LESSONS FOR
CONGREGATIONAL LIFE IN VIGILANCE AND GRACE
How Jesus calls congregations to wage the good fight of faith against false
doctrine and old wives tales, and to be a community of grace, contentment, and good works, focusing on the Pastoral Epistles.

For More Information about All Saints Church
see www.AllSaints-Church.com

All Saints was founded in 1999. Our vision is to grow in our love for Christ and to mature in that love by imitating
our Triune God as a loving community which reaches out in love. We are committed to the Lordship of Christ over
every area of life and a creation-affirming enjoyment of ordinary life.
All Saints Church www.allsaints-church.com is a Reformational and Covenantal Congregation in the
Communion of Reformed Evangelical Churches (CREC)
For more information, contact our Pastor, Gregg Strawbridge ✧ 717-682-7052 ✧ wgs@wordmp3.com

